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Physical determinants of bipolar mitotic spindle
assembly and stability in fission yeast
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Mitotic spindles use an elegant bipolar architecture to segregate duplicated chromosomes with high fidelity.
Bipolar spindles form from amonopolar initial condition; this is the most fundamental construction problem that the
spindlemust solve.Microtubules,motors, and cross-linkers are important for bipolarity, but themechanismsnecessary
and sufficient for spindle assembly remain unknown. We describe a physical model that exhibits de novo bipolar
spindle formation.Webeganwithphysical properties of fission-yeast spindlepolebody size andmicrotubulenumber,
kinesin-5 motors, kinesin-14 motors, and passive cross-linkers. Our model results agree quantitatively with our
experiments in fission yeast, thereby establishing a minimal system with which to interrogate collective self-
assembly. By varying the features of our model, we identify a set of functions essential for the generation and
stability of spindle bipolarity. When kinesin-5 motors are present, their bidirectionality is essential, but spindles can
form in the presence of passive cross-linkers alone. We also identify characteristic failed states of spindle assembly—
the persistent monopole, X spindle, separated asters, and short spindle, which are avoided by the creation and
maintenance of antiparallel microtubule overlaps. Our model can guide the identification of new, multifaceted
strategies to induce mitotic catastrophes; these would constitute novel strategies for cancer chemotherapy.
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INTRODUCTION
The mitotic spindle’s bipolar organization facilitates faithful genetic
inheritance (1, 2). Spindle bipolarity depends on the proper polar or-
ganization of microtubules (MTs), which have biochemically distinct
plus and minus ends. Spindle assembly typically starts from two
nearby centrosomes, both of which nucleate MTs oriented with their
plus ends distal. Interactions between these growing MTs, motor pro-
teins, and MT cross-linkers separate the spindle poles (3) until they
reach opposite sides of the cell’s genetic material. The resulting bipolar
MT array is necessary for the proper segregation of sister chromatids,
which attach via their kinetochores to a subset of MTs within the spindle
structure. MTs that are not attached to kinetochores form the interpolar
bundle and are thought to be primarily responsible for the formation
and stability of spindle organization.

Kinesin-5 motors, which push spindle poles apart and generate a
bipolar spindle, were discovered in yeasts (4–7). Hagan and Yanagida
(6) noted that kinesin-5s in fission yeast contribute both to spindle pole
separation and to antiparallel interdigitation of MTs that are initially
predominantly parallel, an essential structural transition for the
establishment of a bipolar spindle in organisms with closed mitosis.
After the discovery that kinesin-14s appear to contribute counteracting
forces that pull spindle poles together (8), Saunders and Hoyt (8)
proposed the “force-balance model,” in which spindle bipolarity arises
from the coordination between outward-directed forces from sliding of
interpolar MTs that separate spindle poles and inward-directed forces
that pull the poles together. Although force-balance ideas had previous-
ly been proposed to explainmetaphase chromosomepositioning (9, 10),
Saunders and Hoyt’s work appears to be the first force-balance model
of the spindle structure. The force-balance picture was supported by
further work in yeasts showing that kinesin-14s can counteract kinesin-
5s (11, 12) and since then has been both widely adopted as a conceptual
framework (13–22) and used inmathematical models (23–27) of yeast
spindles. Quantitative force-balance models were later applied to
Drosophila spindle assembly (28–31), and the same ideas have more
recently been extended to human cells (32). In parallel with work on
spindles, force-balance ideas have been studied in reconstitutedMT-
motor systems (33–45).

Important previousworkhasmodeled aspects of spindle function and
chromosome segregation (46, 47) but not the establishment of bipolarity.
Previous aspects of spindle function that have been modeled mathemat-
ically include spindle elongation and force balance (27, 28, 30, 48–50), the
formation and maintenance of antiparallel MT overlaps (35, 36, 51, 52),
MTbundling and sliding (26,53–58), spindle pole focusing (29, 49, 59, 60),
spindle movements and positioning (44, 61–66), spindle length and
shape (25, 26, 31, 67–71), and spindle assembly (53, 54, 69, 72–74).
Integrated experiments andmodeling to study spindle length and kine-
tochore motility, congression, and segregation in preformed budding-
and fission-yeast spindles (23–26, 75–77) have shown how the proper
MT length distribution and kinetochore attachments are set up in the
assembled spindle.However, previousmodels have assumed an already-
bipolar structure, the most fundamental construction problem that the
spindle must solve.

Our aimwas to develop a physical model for de novo formation of a
three-dimensional bipolar spindle, starting from a monopolar initial
condition. We have used biophysical modeling and quantification of
spindle assembly in a cell type that is both relatively simple and amena-
ble to experimental modification, the fission yeast Schizosaccharomyces
pombe. This organism has previously been studied in enough detail to
allow formulation of a realistic model (78, 79); it is small enough that
detailed three-dimensional simulations are computationally tractable
(80); it is amenable to the genetic manipulation and quantitative exper-
iments needed to parameterize the model (5, 6, 11, 19, 20, 22, 81–98);
and the cell contains only three chromosomes whose separate motions
can be imaged. Unlike the situation in budding yeast, the mitotic
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spindle of S. pombe shows important similarities to that of metazoans:
Spindle assembly begins in mitotic prophase, and kinetochores attach
multiple MTs.

A major outstanding question is which functions of the numerous
spindle molecules are sufficient for spindle formation. This question
has been difficult to answer because the spindle is highly redundant:
Manyproteins are not individually necessary, and cellsmay compensate
for a single-gene deletion by up- or down-regulating other spindle com-
ponents (99). Because centrosomes (100) and chromosome-MT at-
tachments (89, 101) are dispensable for spindle assembly, the key
ingredients for spindle bipolarity appear to be dynamic MTs, motors,
and cross-linkers (102). Cross-linkers appear to play a key role in recon-
stitution experiments, where kinesin-5 and kinesin-14 motors can
generate stable antiparallel MT overlaps only with the addition of a
passive cross-linker (37).

Here, we have sought to determine the minimal ingredients neces-
sary for a computationalmodel that generates spindle bipolarity, the key
processes that lead to bipolar spindle assembly, and the characteristic
ways in which spindle assembly can fail. We have found that dynamic
MTs, plus end– and minus end–directed cross-linking motors, and
passive cross-linkers are sufficient to robustly self-assemble a bipolar
spindle. MT antiparallel overlaps are the key structural element, al-
lowing both assembly and stability of a bipolar spindle.Defects in creating
or sustaining antiparallel MT overlaps trap the spindle in states that
prevent full assembly. If the spindle is unable to resolve the initially
oblique contacts betweenMTs from opposite centrosomes [called spin-
dle pole bodies (SPBs) in yeasts] into antiparallel overlaps, it becomes
trapped as a persistent monopole. If SPB separation occurs without
maintenance of antiparallel overlaps, the spindle breaks, either into anX
shape with obliqueMT-MT contacts (103) or into two separated asters.
If spindle elongation is compromised, the spindle remains short (19).
Our analysis highlights the particular role of passive cross-linkers, which
maintain antiparallel overlaps on which motors can act and promote
stabilization of MTs in antiparallel bundles.
 on January 20, 2017
g/
RESULTS
Model
We distilled the many overlapping roles played by MT-associated
motors and cross-linkers into a set of functions, each manifest in our
model as a single molecular species. Only three molecular activities
are needed for our model to robustly generate a stable antiparallel
MT bundle starting from two side-by-side SPBs (Fig. 1). Plus end–
directed cross-linking motors represented by kinesin-5s, previously
found to be essential for spindle bipolarity, exert sliding forces between
antiparallel MTs (Fig. 1A) (5, 6, 100, 104, 105). We incorporated the
remarkable context-dependent direction switching of yeast kinesin-5s
(106–110) into our model. Minus end–directed cross-linking motors
represented by kinesin-14s promote MT bundling and exert forces that
oppose SPB separation (11, 26, 111). Passive cross-linkers, represented
byPRC1 (protein regulator of cytokinesis 1)/Ase1-like proteins, promote
MT bundling and act as brakes on SPB separation (83, 97, 112, 113) and
preferentially bind to antiparallel MT overlaps (112). In our model,
motors and cross-linkers move with force-dependent kinetics, and
bound motors/cross-linkers exert spring-like forces if stretched/
compressed away from their rest length (see Materials and Methods).

Fission yeast uses closed mitosis (in which the spindle forms within
an intact nucleus), and there are only relatively small deformations of
the nuclear envelope in earlymitosis; therefore, wemodel the nuclear
Blackwell et al. Sci. Adv. 2017;3 : e1601603 20 January 2017
envelope as a sphere of fixed size (Fig. 1B). SPBs, the yeast centrosomes,
are represented as thin disks that aremobile within the nuclear envelope
but remain confined to the spherical nuclear envelope throughout all
simulations. FourteenMTs per SPB are nucleatedwith theirminus ends
tethered to the SPBs (80) in all simulations and undergo dynamic in-
stability (Fig. 1C). Because fission-yeast mitotic MTs are much shorter
than the MT persistence length, we model MTs as rigid rods. The MTs
experience forces from motors/cross-linkers, tethering to the SPBs, ran-
dom thermal kicks, and steric interactionswith each other and the nuclear
envelope (seeMaterials andMethods). MTs undergo plus-end dynamic
instability, characterized by growing and shrinking states and stochastic
switches between them. MTs are stabilized by cross-linking (85).

Because spindle assembly can occur in the absence of chromo-
somes (101) and fission-yeast mutants defective in kinetochore-MT
attachments can still assemble bipolar spindles (89, 92, 98), we have
neglected any mechanical contributions of chromosomes. The effects
of kinetochore-MT attachments on MT dynamics (23, 25, 114) are im-
plicitly modeled through our optimization of MT dynamics for spindle
stability. We use a hybrid Brownian dynamics–kinetic Monte Carlo
simulation scheme, as previously described (115–119). Bipolar spindles
robustly form (Fig. 1D) and exhibit a time course of SPB separation,
a fraction ofMTs in the interpolar bundle, and a structure similar to that
found in cells (Fig. 1, E and F).

Parameters and optimization
We used literature data and our own measurements to fix model para-
meters (seeMaterials andMethods, the SupplementaryMaterials, tables
S1 and S2, and fig. S1). For the vast majority of model inputs, we used
the values frompublishedmeasurements (see tables S1 and S2).However,
for a small number of parameters, published work suggested ranges,
not precise values (see table S3). These poorly constrained model in-
puts were the parameters that describe howMT dynamic instability is
altered by motors and cross-linkers, the number of active kinesin-5,
kinesin-14, and cross-linker molecules, and the sensitivity of un-
binding to applied load for each molecular species (table S3). Using
our initial estimates for these less-certain parameters (tables S1 and
S2), our model successfully formed bipolar spindles in 62% of
simulation runs (n= 384), indicating that themodel could successfully
form spindles inmany cases.However, we noticed that some structural
features of these model spindles did not correspond well to spindle
structure measured by electron tomography (84, 120). Therefore, we
used measurements of spindle properties by light microscopy (using
864 spindle length measurements from 16 cells) and spindle tomo-
grams (using MT length, pairing length, and angle distributions from
three tomograms) (Figs. 1F and 2) and used these data to optimize
the poorly constrained parameters (see the Supplementary Materials).
We defined an objective function that quantifies howwell simulations
of a given parameter set match the data. Optimization using the particle
swarm algorithm (121) increased the value of our objective function
from a mean of 0.032 for the initial parameter estimates to an average
maximum of 0.12 and increased the fraction of simulation runs that
formed spindles to 83%. The Kolmogorov-Smirnov test comparing
experimental andmodel distributions of spindle length and structural
parameters (see Fig. 2, C, E, and F, Materials and Methods, and the
Supplementary Materials) yielded P values of approximately 0.1, indi-
cating that the distributions are statistically similar.

By examining the ranges of parameters found in themost successful
parameter sets during model optimization, we learned which para-
meters must be more tightly constrained and which can vary more
2 of 15
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widely and still allow bipolar spindle assembly (table S3). Spindle
assembly was relatively insensitive to the specific changes toMT growth
speed and shrinking speed bymotors and cross-linkers nearMT plus
ends but appeared to require a large decrease in the catastrophe fre-
quency by a factor≥10 and an increase in the rescue frequency by a
factor ≥18. This suggested that stabilization of MTs within bundles
in the spindle plays a key role in spindle assembly, as discussed further
below.We found that the stabilization length (the length fromMT plus
ends within which motors and cross-linkers stabilize MT dynamics)
was optimally 12 to 25.5 nm or 1.5 to 3.5 tubulin dimers. This length
is consistent with local effects on dynamics of small numbers of motors
andmicrotubule-associated proteins (MAPs) nearMTplus ends. Al-
though mass spectrometry has measured the numbers of kinesin-5s,
kinesin-14s, and cross-linkers per fission-yeastmitotic cells to be≥1000
(93), we found that the model performed best when the numbers of
these components in the nucleus are ~100 to 200. This difference from
the mass spectrometry results could occur if not all molecules are
localized to the nucleus or are active during mitosis. We also found
interesting effects of the sensitivity ofmotor and cross-linker unbinding
Blackwell et al. Sci. Adv. 2017;3 : e1601603 20 January 2017
to the force applied to the cross-linked molecule, which we investigated
in more detail and discuss below.

Wenoticed that the results of our optimization tended to give a spin-
dle length distribution that did notmatch the experimental data well. In
parallel work, we had found that steady-state spindle length varies
significantly with the ratio of kinesin-5 to kinesin-14 motors (discussed
further below). Therefore, we varied the kinesin-5 and kinesin-14motor
numbers together to improve the spindle length distribution. These
small changes to the parameters gave the best “wild-type” parameter
set for which every simulation run led to a bipolar spindle (Fig. 1, tables
S1 and S2, and video S1).

Single perturbations
Having established a wild-type parameter set that robustly leads to a
well-formed bipolar spindle in our model, we compared our model to
established experimental results.We first studied themodel equivalent
of single-gene deletions by setting the number of active kinesin-5s,
kinesin-14s, or cross-linkers to zero while fixing all other parameters
(see Materials and Methods and the Supplementary Materials).
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Fig. 1. Overview of spindle assembly model. (A) Schematic of motor and cross-linker effects on MTs. In the schematics, double ovals indicate motor heads, and
single ovals indicate passive MT binding domains. Red, kinesin-5 motors; blue, kinesin-14 motors; black, passive cross-linkers. MTs (green and purple) are colored
according to their SPB (blue) attachment: Green MT minus ends are tethered to the left SPB and purple MT minus ends are tethered to the right SPB. Kinesin-5 motors
promote antiparallel MT sliding and spindle elongation. Kinesin-14 motors promote MT alignment and spindle shortening. Passive cross-linkers promote MT alignment
and bundling and favor cross-linking antiparallel MTs. (B) Model schematic. The nuclear envelope (gray sphere) contains mobile but membrane-bound SPBs (blue). MTs
(green and purple) are tethered to SPBs at their minus ends. Kinesin-5s (red), kinesin-14s (blue), and cross-linkers (black) diffuse within the volume enclosed by the
nuclear envelope and can attach to and move along MTs. (C) Schematic of SPBs and MT minus ends. MTs are attached via springs (black). (D) Image sequences of
spindle assembly simulation, rendered from a three-dimensional simulation. Times shown are in minutes and seconds. Initially, the SPBs are adjacent and MTs are short
(t = 0). Colored spheres indicate motors and cross-linkers, which initially diffuse in the nucleoplasm. A bipolar spindle forms, elongates, and remains stable through the
end of the 15-min simulation. (E) Spindle assembly results, shown as SPB separation (left) and fraction of MTs in the interpolar bundle (right) as a function of time for
seven simulations. (F) Comparison of fission-yeast spindle obtained through electron tomography (left) and simulation model (right).
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Consistent with fission-yeast genetics, kinesin-5 deletion abolishes
bipolar spindle assembly (5, 6), whereas kinesin-14 or cross-linker
deletion does not (Fig. 3, A and B, and fig. S2) (11, 83). Consistent with
the force-balance picture that kinesin-14 exerts forces that bring SPBs
together and oppose spindle elongation (8, 11, 12), kinesin-14 deletion
leads to more rapid SPB separation and longer spindles than when
kinesin-14 is present. Consistent with recent findings that passive
cross-linkers act as brakes on MT separation and help maintain anti-
parallel overlaps (97, 113), cross-linker deletion also leads to faster
spindle elongation and longer spindles. In the wild-type model, the
average fraction of interpolar MTs was about 0.5 but was half that
value for the models with kinesin-14 or cross-linkers deleted (Fig. 3, A and
B). This suggests that the knownMT bundling activities of kinesin-14s
(26) and cross-linkers (83, 97, 113, 122) help stabilize antiparallel overlaps
in our model.

Stabilization of cross-linked spindleMTs by the cytoplasmic linker–
associated protein (CLASP) is essential for spindle formation in fission
yeast (85) and is included in our model through the stabilization of MT
dynamics upon cross-linking. Tomodel CLASP deletion, we turned off
this stabilization of MT dynamics by motors and cross-linkers. This
alteration abolishes spindle assembly: SPBs do not separate, and the
interpolar MT fraction remains near zero (Fig. 3A and fig. S3), suggest-
ing that the stabilization of MT dynamics in bundles is essential for
maintaining MT antiparallel overlaps and for the assembly of a bipolar
spindle. Our simulation runs that mimicked these four single-gene
deletions demonstrate that our model not only matches quantitative
measurements of wild-type S. pombe cells but also reproduces results
on mutants that were not used to optimize the model. Therefore, we
proceeded with confidence to study additional perturbations that are
more difficult to achieve experimentally.
Blackwell et al. Sci. Adv. 2017;3 : e1601603 20 January 2017
Load-induced unbinding.
Next, we varied the sensitivity of unbinding when stretched for each of
the threeMT–cross-linking species under consideration. Because force-
induced unbinding is known to be important in other cytoskeletal sys-
tems (123), we reasoned that it might affect spindle assembly (Fig. 3, C
and D, and figs. S4 to S6). The unbinding load sensitivity is controlled
by the parameter l, which controls how motor or cross-linker spring
extension affects its binding and unbinding. To maintain proper
Boltzmann statistics, the on and off rates are altered by the exponential
of the energy change that occurs upon binding or unbinding: koffº exp
(lE) and kon º exp (−(1 − l)E), where l is the unbinding load sensi-
tivity and E is the elastic energy stored in the motor or cross-linker
spring when bound to two MTs (eqs. S19 and S23). When l = 0, the
elastic energy has no effect on unbinding; it only has an effect on
binding. At the other limit, when l = 1, the unbinding is maximally
sensitive to load, but binding is load-independent. Bipolar spindle
assembly is optimal when kinesin-5 has “Goldilocks” load sensitivity,
that is, when kinesin-5 motors have intermediate sensitivity to un-
binding when loaded. When l = 0 for kinesin-5s, the unbinding rate
of kinesin-5 motors is constant, even when they are highly stretched.
As a result, force production by kinesin-5s is high and spindles are lon-
ger, on average, in the model than observed in cells. As the kinesin-5
unbinding load sensitivity increases, the rate of unbinding of highly
stretchedmotors increases. This limits the force that kinesin-5s can gen-
erate to separate SPBs and correspondingly decreases spindle length.
Varying kinesin-14 and cross-linker load sensitivity is significant only
when this parameter is near zero: Thus, kinesin-14s and cross-linkers
unbind at a constant rate, evenwhenhighly stretched, andoppose kinesin-
5 SPB elongation too strongly, leading to short spindles. The unbinding
load sensitivities were among the poorly constrained parameters varied in
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Fig. 2. Spindle measurements used to optimize model parameters. (A to C) Spindle length. (A) Time lapse images of spindle assembly and elongation. Confocal
images show S. pombe spindles with mCherry-labeled MTs (red) and green fluorescent protein–labeled SPBs (green). Times shown are in minutes and seconds;
dimming is a result of photobleaching. (B) SPB separation as a function of time from three-dimensional experimental measurements on one cell (blue) and one model
simulation (orange). (C) Distributions of SPB separation of metaphase spindles from experimental measurements (blue) and simulation (orange). (D to F) Spindle
structural characteristics from electron tomograms. (D) Tomographic reconstruction of a 1.04-mm-long fission-yeast spindle. (E) Interpolar MT length distributions for MTs
in a 2.15-mm-long spindle determined from experimental measurements (blue) and simulation (orange). (F) MT length distributions for all MTs in a 2.15-mm-long spindle
determined from experimental measurements (blue) and simulation (orange).
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our optimization, and the values found are consistent with this analysis
(table S3).
MT-SPB tether spring length.
For the spindle to transition from monopolar to bipolar, MTs that ini-
tiallymake oblique contactsmust undergo large rotations to point toward
the other SPB. Therefore, we asked whether varying the rest length of
the tether springs connecting MTminus ends to SPBs (124, 125) might
affect establishment of spindle bipolarity (Fig. 3, E and F, and fig. S7).
Blackwell et al. Sci. Adv. 2017;3 : e1601603 20 January 2017
We found that spindle length varies approximately linearlywith tether
length. When the tethers are too short, MT rotation to point toward
the other SPB decreases, and spindle length and the fraction of MTs in
the interpolar bundle decrease (video S2). This result suggests that the
MT-SPB attachments must be both sufficiently tight and strong to
maintain a physical connection between them (19, 126) and sufficient-
ly rotationally unconstrained to allow free MT rotational diffusion
(91) in order for spindles to assemble successfully. If MTs are more
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Fig. 3. Effects of single model perturbations on spindle assembly. Results in plots represent averages of 16 simulations; for individual simulation traces, see figs. S2
to S7. Left, plots; right, simulation snapshots. (A and B) Effects of individual kinesin-5, kinesin-14, and cross-linker deletions and loss of MT dynamics stabilization by
motors and cross-linkers. Full (green), best wild-type model; K5D (red), kinesin-5 motors removed from model; K14D (blue), kinesin-14 motors removed from model; XLD
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rotationally constrained by a short tether spring, antiparallel MT
overlaps and, therefore, force generation appear to be limited.

Kinesin-5 bidirectionality
Kinesin-5motors in both budding and fission yeasts have the surprising
ability to reverse direction as a function of MT binding and polarity
(106, 110). We therefore examined the effects of kinesin-5 direction re-
versal on model spindle assembly (Fig. 4 and fig. S8). In our wild-type
model, kinesin-5smove towardMTplus ends onlywhen both heads are
bound to a pair of antiparallel MTs. The motors move toward minus
ends when both heads are bound to parallelMTs or boundwith a single
head, consistent with experimental findings (106, 110). Altering this
direction switching leads to defects inmodel spindle formation. If we
make kinesin-5s minus end–directed only on parallel MTs, spindles
formbut are unable to elongate fully (Fig. 4, A andB).Making kinesin-5
minus end–directed only for singly attached heads, or removing themi-
nus end–directed motion entirely, completely abolishes bipolar spindle
assembly, qualitatively similar to the kinesin-5 deletion (video S3).

These results suggested the possibility that yeast kinesin-5s must be
properly localized for spindle assembly and that kinesin-5 bidirectionality
enables proper localization. To test this hypothesis, we first measured
Blackwell et al. Sci. Adv. 2017;3 : e1601603 20 January 2017
kinesin-5 localization in monopolar spindles in which SPBs were ad-
jacent. We averaged the distance of kinesin-5 motors from the SPB
when bound to MTs from that SPB (Supplementary Materials). In the
wild-type model, kinesin-5s localize near the SPB (Fig. 4C). When
kinesin-5s are minus end–directed only on parallel MTs but plus end–
directed when singly attached, the localization shifts even more toward
the SPB.Whenkinesin-5s are plus end–directed on singleMTs or always
plus end–directed, the localization shifts markedly away from the SPBs
towardMT plus ends. Kinesin-5s localized toMT plus ends are not well
positioned to stabilize antiparallel MT overlaps and exert forces that
separate SPBs because motors near MT tips are more likely to interact
only transiently with the plus ends of MTs from the other SPB before
unbinding. On the other hand, minus end–directed motility on parallel
bundles positions kinesin-5swhere they can attach toMTs from the other
SPB and exert force, but the strong SPB localization suggests that, in
this case, the motors may become stuck at the SPBs and are unable to
redistribute to the interpolar bundle and generate force. In the full-
bidirectional kinesin-5model,motors are poised near the SPBs to establish
and stabilize antiparallel overlaps but can also redistribute throughout the
spindle.Weconfirmed thisunderstandingbymeasuringkinesin-5 localiza-
tion in bipolar spindles <1.3 mm long in the wild-type and parallel-minus
 on January 20, 2017
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Fig. 4. Effects of kinesin-5bidirectionality on spindleassembly andmotor localization. Results in plots represent averages of 16 simulations; for individual simulation traces,
see fig. S8. Lower left: “Wild type”means that kinesin-5s areminus end–directedwhen cross-linkingparallelMTs or bound to a singleMT andplus end–directedwhen cross-linking
antiparallel MTs. “Parallel minus”means that kinesin-5s areminus end–directed only when cross-linking parallel MTs and plus end–directed otherwise. “Singleminus”means that
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directed. (A) SPB separation as a function of time. Compared to thewild-typemodel, the parallel-minusmodel shows shorter spindles. The no-minus and single-minusmodels abolish
spindle assembly. (B) Simulation snapshots. (C) Average kinesin-5motor localization onmonopolar spindles. In thewild-type and parallel-minusmodels, kinesin-5s are localized near
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motility models (Fig. 4D). Both types of motility lead to kinesin-5s loca-
lized throughout the spindle, with peaks near the SPBs, consistent with
experimental results (6). Notably, the kinesin-5s in the parallel-minus
motility show enhanced SPB localization and a lower concentration
near the center of the spindle, approximately half that of the wild-type
model. This suggests that only in our wild-type model do kinesin-5s
have both sufficient pole localization to generate force that separates
SPBs and the ability to redistribute to the center of the spindle to sustain
the force needed to fully elongate the spindle.

Combined perturbations
A strength of computational modeling is the ease and speed with which
multiple perturbations can be studied.We first examined the combined
deletion of kinesin-5 and kinesin-14. In S. pombe, deletion or in-
activation of kinesin-5 alone abolishes spindle formation and is lethal,
but simultaneous deletion of kinesin-14 rescues viability (11, 94).We
first removed kinesin-5 and kinesin-14, keeping all other parameters
fixed; in this case, spindle formation does not occur. We hypothesized
that cells might compensate for the loss of important mitotic motors by
altering MT dynamics and cross-linker number to allow spindles to
form, so we increased the cross-linker number by a factor of 2.3 to 250
molecules and increased the rescue frequency. We chose to vary the
rescue frequency because, in our optimized parameter set, the rescue
frequency stabilization factor due to MT bundling was the largest in
magnitude and apparently the most important of the four dynamic
instability parameters. For the smaller number of MT-bundling mole-
cules present in cross-linker–only spindles (250 cross-linkers versus 374
motors and cross-linkers in the reference parameter set), we reasoned
that a higher rescue frequency might better help maintain antiparallel
MT contacts. Consistent with our expectation, these changes to the
model allowed spindle assembly with cross-linker molecules only
(Fig. 5A and table S4). In ourmodel, increasing theMT rescue frequen-
cy is crucial tomaintain antiparallel MT overlaps and spindle bipolarity
with cross-linkers only present. The fraction of simulations for which
bipolar spindle assembly occurs increases with increasingMT rescue
frequency, from about 3% success for a rescue frequency of 0.55 permin
to 20 to 30% success for a rescue frequency around 1.5 permin. In failed
simulations, the spindles typically form X spindles, a defective spindle
state, as discussed further below. We also found, surprisingly, that suc-
cessful cross-linker–only spindle formation required decreasing the
linkage time at the start of the simulation (during which SPBs are not
allowed tomove) to zero, allowing initial antiparallelMTcontacts to form
before MTs grew longer. In short, cross-linker–only spindles can form,
but they do so less robustly than when motors play complementary
roles. Thus, during evolution, functional spindles could have begun
withminimalMT-organizing components and then evolved to become
more robust.

Next, we examined the effect of simultaneously varying the con-
centrations of two of three of our MT-interacting proteins, with other
parameters fixed. First, we varied kinesin-14 and cross-linker concen-
trations together (Fig. 5B, fig. S9, and video S4). As shown in the left
panel of Fig. 5B, spindle length is primarily controlled by kinesin-14
number, which decreases as kinesin-14 concentration increases, as
observed experimentally (12). Interpolar bundle stability is primarily
controlled by the cross-linker number, which becomes larger as cross-
linker concentration increases. However, when both kinesin-14 and
cross-linker numbers are low, their low combined number leads to
spindle instability in which kinesin-5 motors drive SPB separation, but
antiparallel MT overlaps cannot be maintained and the spindle breaks
Blackwell et al. Sci. Adv. 2017;3 : e1601603 20 January 2017
into two separated asters. A similar phenomenon has been observed in
spindle reconstitution experiments (37).

Next, we varied kinesin-5 and kinesin-14 concentrations together
(Fig. 5C, fig. S10, and videos S5 and S6). Consistent with published
results (8, 11, 12), we find that decreasing the number of kinesin-5s
has a larger effect on spindle length themore the number of kinesin-14s
is increased. Therefore, kinesin-5 depletion combined with kinesin-14
overexpression leads to a larger disruption of spindle assembly than
what occurs for either perturbation alone. Previous work showed that
kinesin-5 overexpression can induce premature spindle elongation in
budding yeast (12). Premature spindle elongation is not an effect that
we can directly reproduce in the model because we assumed that the
nuclear envelope remains spherical and that the SPBs cannot move
off the surface of this sphere. However, we estimated parameters for
which spindle instability due to premature elongation would occur by
measuring the total force exerted on each spindle pole. The physical
properties of deformation of fission-yeast nuclear envelopes have been
estimated on the basis of the shape of deformed envelopes (127, 128), so
we can use these constants and theoretical predictions of the force
required to deform membranes sufficiently to produce a membrane
tube (see the Supplementary Materials) (129). In Fig. 5C, we have
colored the bars representing specific parameter sets red if the aver-
age force produced is so large that it would lead to nuclear-envelope
deformation and premature elongation. Consistent with expectations
of the force-balance model, the ratio of kinesin-5 number to kinesin-14
number is the crucial variable controlling spindle length. If the kine-
sin-14 number is low, all but the two lowest kinesin-5 numbers are
predicted to undergo premature elongation because of unbalanced an-
tiparallel sliding force by kinesin-5s. As the kinesin-14 number in-
creases, this premature-elongation threshold goes up until, for a
high kinesin-14 number, only the largest kinesin-5 number would be
predicted to lead to premature elongation.
DISCUSSION
Comparison to previous spindle models
As mentioned above, most spindle models have examined specific
aspects of spindle function (46, 47) rather than assembly. Here, we
compare our work with previous models of Xenopusmeiotic spindle
(53, 54, 69, 72, 73) and human spindle (74) assembly.

The Xenopus meiotic spindle assembly modeling work has
examined how aspects of MT nucleation, sliding, and clustering con-
tribute to spindle organization (53, 54, 69, 72, 73). The models did not
seek to quantitatively match Xenopus spindle geometry or structure,
examined a few hundred MTs (much less than the ~105 MTs in a
Xenopus spindle), and were studied in one or two dimensions. An
important difference from our work is that each of these models as-
sumed a bipolar structure as an initial condition and thus could not
examine the initial establishment of bipolarity. Specific assumptions
were made to simplify analysis of the models; for example, MT length
was fixed in time (no dynamic instability), and in most cases, all MTs
had the same length (53, 54). Later models included more spindle
mechanisms, including dynamic MTs with altered dynamics due
to motors, explicit cross-linking motors and passive cross-linkers, and
multiple nucleationmechanisms that allowed one to study the effects of
MT nucleation, dynamic instability, flux, and motors and cross-linkers
(69, 72, 73). These models were initialized with fully formed MTs of
the same length, which interacted through simplified repulsive and
attractive forces.
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Important recent work on human spindles incorporated exper-
imental evidence that kinetochore size changes after MT attachment
to motivate a new model of chromosome capture by spindle MTs (74).
Simulations were initialized with separated centrosomes connected by a
constant-length set of spindle MTs. This fully three-dimensional model
Blackwell et al. Sci. Adv. 2017;3 : e1601603 20 January 2017
based onHeLa cells used 46 chromosomes and 1200 capturingMTs; the
MTs were dynamic, stabilized upon kinetochore attachment, and did
not sterically interact. In the model, changes in kinetochore size during
early mitosis have an important effect in the model of both accelerating
kinetochore-spindle attachment and decreasing errors.
High kinesin-5 and
low kinesin-14 number

Intermediate kinesin-5 and
kinesin-14 number

Low cross-linker and
kinesin-14 number

Low cross-linker and
high kinesin-14 number

Cross-linker only

kinesin-14
cross-linkers

kinesin-14
kinesin-5

B

A

C

Fig. 5. Model predictions for combined perturbations. (A) Cross-linker–only spindle formation in the model with kinesin-5 and kinesin-14 removed, combined with
alterations to cross-linker number, rescue frequency, and linkage time (table S4). Dynamics of SPB separation (left) and interpolar MT fraction (inset) for four individual
simulations (the blue curve represents simulation with a rescue frequency of 0.55 per min and other curves indicate simulations with a rescue frequency of 0.67 per
min). Fraction of 32 simulation runs that successfully assembled a bipolar spindle as a function of rescue frequency (center). Error bars are the SE of the mean of a
binomial distribution. Spindle snapshot (right). (B) Results of simultaneously varying cross-linker and kinesin-14 number relative to the wild-type model. See fig. S9. Bar
height indicates late-time SPB separation, and bar color indicates average fraction of interpolar MTs (left). Simulation snapshots (center, right). (C) Results of simulta-
neously varying kinesin-14 and kinesin-5 numbers relative to the wild-type model. See fig. S10. Bar height indicates late-time SPB separation, and bar color indicates
average fraction of interpolar MTs for low-force spindles; red bars indicate spindles for which the force on the SPBs is so large that they would become unstable (left).
Simulation snapshots (center, right).
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Our model development built on the advances of previous work
and was focused on different questions. We sought to model the
establishment of bipolarity and quantitatively accurate spindle struc-
ture in an organism with a small number of MTs. To address these
questions, we introduced some new modeling approaches. First, we
modeled a fully three-dimensional geometry with a biologically realistic
number of spindle MTs. Because steric interactions between MTs
may contribute toMT alignment and the establishment of bipolarity,
we modeled short-range hard-wall repulsion between MTs rather
than neglecting MT-MT interactions or using a spring-like repulsion.
We also built on our previous work (115, 116, 118) to compute the sta-
tistical mechanics of motor and cross-linker binding and unbinding
kinetics accurately, ensuring that detailed balance is maintained at the
level of single binding/unbinding events. Finally, we used quantitative
comparison of our simulated spindles’ length and structure to data
from light and electron microscopy to optimize the model’s poorly
constrained parameters.

Failed states of spindle assembly
We have identified a sequence of key steps required for a bipolar
spindle structure to self-assemble from initially adjacent SPBs (Fig. 6).
Our work emphasizes the importance of establishing and maintaining
MT antiparallel overlaps because these are the key structural elements
that allow both assembly and stability of a bipolar spindle. Force-balance
ideas are helpful in understanding spindle length, and establishment of
a balance of forces requires a suitable bipolar structure that can extend
or contract. Therefore, several “failed states” of spindle assembly in our
model reflect defects in creating or sustaining antiparallel MT overlaps.
We propose that these failed states act as kinetic traps that can be
avoided or exited by the proper combinations of MT dynamics and
motor and cross-linker activity.
Persistent monopole.
A key first step in spindle assembly is the resolution of initial oblique
interactions betweenMTs from opposite SPBs into antiparallel overlaps
with a significant pairing length. If this fails to happen, spindles become
trapped as persistent monopoles (Fig. 6B). This typically occurs if anti-
parallel sliding activity is compromised or if there is too much MT
parallel bundling or cross-linking. As seen both in our model (Fig. 3A)
and experimentally (5, 6, 130–132), missing or inactive kinesin-5
motors lead to persistent monopoles. An important finding of our
work is that kinesin-5 mislocalization can also lead to persistent mono-
poles (Fig. 3, G and H); in our model, if kinesin-5 motors always move
towardMT plus ends, they are not well positioned to create antiparallel
overlaps and, therefore, are unable to properly establish antiparallel
sliding. A high kinesin-14 or cross-linker number can lead to a persistent
monopolar state because the MT cross-linking activity can prevent
the establishment of antiparallel MT overlaps (Fig. 5, B and C).
Persistent monopoles also occur in cross-linker–only spindles, particu-
larly when parallel MT binding is favored or when the number of cross-
linkers is low.

Resolving obliqueMTcontacts into true antiparallel overlapsmay be
particularly important for organisms, such as yeasts, for which the SPBs
remain in the nuclear envelope during mitosis, because the MTs nu-
cleated from the SPBs point in approximately the samehemispherewith
their central axes perpendicular to the envelope (6, 103). For organisms,
such as humans, with open mitosis and centrosomes that are often
separated at the onset of spindle assembly, initial antiparallel MT
overlaps may be easier to create fromMTs that grow directly toward
the opposite centrosome. However, even in these cells, many oblique
Blackwell et al. Sci. Adv. 2017;3 : e1601603 20 January 2017
contacts between MTs from opposite centrosomes can occur and
must be resolved, suggesting that the mechanisms we identified
could contribute to spindle assembly in a range of organisms.
X spindle.
Once initial antiparallelMToverlaps have been established and antipar-
allel sliding activity begins to push the SPBs apart, the crucial antipar-
allel overlaps must be maintained or increased. Typically, antiparallel
sliding is driven by kinesin-5 motors, but it can also be driven by an-
tiparallel cross-linking coupled to MT growth. If this occurs success-
fully, the spindle elongates to a metaphase-like structure. If the sliding
forces are not coordinated with sufficient antiparallel bundling, the
spindle can break into an X spindle (Fig. 6C). Defects in resolving
oblique MT contacts into antiparallel overlaps were observed in
budding yeast g-tubulin mutants (103). This work found that the
oblique MT contacts allow initial pole separation, but the spindles
were unstable, qualitatively consistent with our model observations of
X spindles. The X spindle failed state can occur in the model with a low
kinesin-14 or cross-linker number because theMT antiparallel overlaps
are not maintained as the SPBs separate. X spindles are also the most
common failure type of cross-linker–only spindles; cross-linkers of-
ten drive the formation of a single parallel bundle containing all MTs
from each SPB, which are then linked to MTs from the other SPB in
an X.
Separated asters.
Another typical failure of spindle elongation happens when antiparallel
sliding occurs, but antiparallel MT overlaps are not maintained, leading
to separated asters (Fig. 6D). We might think of the separated asters as
analogous to a premature anaphase B, in which SPBs separate and then
lose their connections, as has been observed experimentally in budding
yeast with overexpressed kinesin-5motors (12). This often occurs in the
model when MTs in antiparallel bundles are not sufficiently stabilized,
allowing the antiparallel overlaps to be lost. This is one failure observed
when we remove stabilization of MT dynamics in bundles from the
model (Fig. 3A). Decreased antiparallel MT bundle stability when
kinesin-14 or cross-linkers are deleted (Fig. 3, A and B) can also lead
to separated asters. Alterations to MT dynamics that make it difficult
to stabilize antiparallel overlaps—particularly low rescue frequency or
high shrinking speed—can also lead to separated asters. Separated asters
can sometimes be a transient state if MTs are able to reestablish anti-
parallel contacts and rebuild the interpolar bundles. Avoiding the
separated aster state highlights the particular role of cross-linkers in
spindle maintenance; they help kinetically trap antiparallel overlaps,
maintaining a structure on which motors can act and inducing stabi-
lization of MT dynamics in antiparallel bundles. The preference of
cross-linkers for antiparallel MT overlaps, as has been measured
(112), is therefore key for spindle assembly.

The maintenance of antiparallel MT arrangements by attachments
to kinetochores also likely contributes to maintaining spindle bipolarity
and avoiding separated asters, both bymaintainingmechanical connec-
tions between MTs from opposite SPBs through bioriented chromo-
somes and by the stabilization of the dynamics of kinetochore MTs.
In future work, it would be interesting to investigate whether the
mechanical contributions of MT-kinetochore attachments lessen the
need for passive cross-linkers in spindle assembly.
Short spindle.
The last observed defect in spindle assembly is the short spindle (Fig. 6E),
caused by failure of elongation. Short spindles can be caused by insuf-
ficient antiparallel sliding, excess forces bringing the SPBs together, or
resistance to elongation. Alterations in the unbinding load sensitivity in
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our model can lead to short spindles (Fig. 3, C and D). Intriguingly, we
found that spindle length scales with the length of the tether linking
SPBs to MT minus ends (Fig. 3, E and F) because short tethers make
it more difficult for MTs to rotate into configurations that can develop
antiparallel overlaps, thereby limiting antiparallel force production.
Mislocalized kinesin-5 motors (due to alterations in the direction-
reversal model that bias kinesin-5s towardMT plus ends) can also limit
antiparallel force production and yield short spindles (Fig. 3, G and H).
Finally, changing the relative activity of kinesin-5 and kinesin-14
Blackwell et al. Sci. Adv. 2017;3 : e1601603 20 January 2017
motors leads to short spindles if kinesin-5 activity is too low and/or
kinesin-14 activity is too high (Fig. 5, B and C), as has been observed in
budding yeast (12).
Kinesin-5 direction switching.
One of the most intriguing findings is that the bidirectional motion of
kinesin-5 motors is necessary for spindle assembly in our model. In
particular, the minus end–directed motility of kinesin-5s when singly
attached or cross-linking parallel MTs means that they are primarily
localized near the spindle poles in bothmonopolar and bipolar spindles.
Spindle assembly failure

Insufficient antiparallel 
     sliding
Unbalanced parallel bundling
     or crosslinking

Insufficient antiparallel
     bundling
Unbalanced antiparallel
     sliding
Excessive parallel bundling

Persistent
monopole

X spindle

Separated
asters

Short
spindle

Unstable antiparallel 
     bundling
Excessive antiparallel
     sliding

Insufficient antiparallel sliding
Excessive resistance to 
   elongation

Monopolar
spindle

1. Establish
    antiparallel
    contacts

2. Push SPBs
    apart
3. Increase
    antiparallel
    contacts

4. Fully elongate
    spindle
5. Maintain
    antiparallel
    contacts

First bipolar
structure

Elongating
spindle

Metaphase
spindle

Causes Examples of model behavior

Successful bipolar spindle assembly

Kinesin-5
absent

Kinesin-5
mislocalized

Kinesin-5
mislocalized

High kinesin-
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B

C

D

E

Kinesin-14 absent,
crosslinker reduced

Kinesin-14 and
crosslinker reduced

Cross-linker only

Cross-linker only,
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Fig. 6. Successful and failed states of spindle assembly. (A) Successful bipolar spindle assembly requires establishment and maintenance of antiparallel MT overlaps
to separate SPBs. (B to E) Failed states of spindle assembly. (B) Persistent monopole state in which SPBs never separate. (C) X spindle in which MTs from separated SPBs
experience oblique contacts only. (D) Separated asters in which antiparallel MT bundles have been lost. (E) Short spindle in which spindle elongation is not complete.
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This localization positions them properly to stabilize antiparallel MT
contacts and exert forces that separate SPBs. Increased localization of
kinesin-5s at spindle poles has been observed for fission-yeast (6),
Xenopus egg extract (130, 133), and mammalian (131, 134) spindles,
qualitatively similar to our model results. Although bidirectional mo-
tion of the type wemodel has only been observed for yeast kinesin-5s to
date (106–110), there are suggestions that kinesin-5s in other organisms
may be affected by the need to correctly localize for spindle assembly.
Eg5 is typically considered to be plus end–directed (104, 105, 135–137),
whereas the purified Xenopus protein can switch between diffusive
and directed motility (138). Intriguingly, chimeric proteins in which
the kinesin-5 motor domain was replaced with motor domains of
other kinesins were not functional for Xenopus extract spindle stability
(139). Further, Eg5 is transported toward spindle poles by dynein-
dynactin inXenopus extract spindles (140). Although this previous work
suggested that the poleward transport might indicate an additional
function of kinesin-5 motors beyond antiparallel sliding in the spin-
dle midzone (140), our results on kinesin-5 localization suggest an-
other possibility: The poleward transport of Eg5 probably contributes
to its antiparallel sliding activity, given that MTs of both polarities are
present throughout Xenopus extract spindles (141). Therefore, our con-
clusion about the importance of polewardmotility for proper localiza-
tion of kinesin-5s in the spindle may generalize to organisms beyond
yeasts.

Spindle disruption
Currently, the expense and time required to develop chemotherapeutic
drugs means that single-molecular targets are typically considered in a
“sledgehammer approach” designed to highly perturb one molecule.
These drugs are not always successful (142). Even for successful sledge-
hammer therapies, the mechanism of action is not always understood.
Cells can compensate for a single loss by up- or down-regulating other
spindle components (99), which can facilitate drug resistance. In the
future, our model could be used to optimize failure in spindle assembly
and identify candidate targets for chemotherapeutic agents. Our
computationalmodel allows large numbers of perturbations to be tested
orders of magnitude faster than by experimental work.
nuary 20, 2017
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Model design
Ourmodel uses hybrid computational schemes that combine Brownian
dynamics and kinetic Monte Carlo simulation. Brownian dynamics
govern themotion of physical objects, such asMTs and SPBs (143, 144),
by incorporating both deterministic forces/torques due to steric inter-
actions and motors/cross-linkers and random forces/torques due to
thermal fluctuations. KineticMonte Carlomethodsmodel stochastic
events that change the state of molecules in the system, including
motor/cross-linker binding/unbinding and MT dynamic instability.
We previously used these techniques to model MT-motor mixtures
and kinetochore capture (115–119).

The spindle assembly simulation takes place within a sphere of
constant shape and diameter that represents the nuclear envelope of
fission yeast. Although the nuclear envelope can change shape during
spindle formation, its deformations are typically small and appear to be
unimportant to spindle formation. The SPBs are thin disks inserted into
the nuclear envelope, each with 14 MT nucleation sites (80). Each SPB
can move (translate and rotate) within the nuclear envelope because of
forces exerted on it by the attached MTs, random thermal forces, and
Blackwell et al. Sci. Adv. 2017;3 : e1601603 20 January 2017
drag forces from the envelope, which oppose SPB motion (145). To
model the initial physical connection of the SPBs via a bridge (95, 96),
we held the SPBs fixedwhileMT andmotor/cross-linker dynamics took
place for a short SPB linkage time tlink.

MTs were modeled as 25-nm-diameter (146) rigid rods, which in-
teract via nearly hard-core interactions. TheMTs diffuse both rotation-
ally and translationally, constrained by the tethering of theirminus ends
to the SPB (124, 125). MT rotational diffusion about a pivot at the SPB
was measured (91), allowing us to correctly computeMT diffusion for
any length (119). MT plus-end dynamic instability is described by
growing and shrinking speeds and catastrophe and rescue frequencies,
which have been measured or estimated (82, 91, 119). MTs switch
stochastically between growing and shrinking states. If an MT plus
end encounters the nuclear envelope, it experiences force-induced
catastrophe, as previouslymeasured (147, 148). EachMThas aminimum
length that, if reached, causes the MT to switch to the growing state to
maintain a constant MT number.

Ourmodel includes three key protein activities: a kinesin-5–like plus
end–directed cross-linking motor (5, 6, 104–110), a kinesin-14–like
minus end–directed cross-linking motor (11, 26, 111), and an Ase1/
PRC1-like passive cross-linker (83, 97, 112, 113). We determined upper
bounds on the number of activemolecules of each type from fission-yeast
proteomics data (93). Ourmodel includes the alteration ofMT dynamics
by motors and MAPs. Previous work showed that MT cross-linking re-
cruits CLASP proteins that stabilize MT dynamics (85) and that some
motors and cross-linkers bind preferentially to antiparallel MT overlaps
(149). We modeled these effects by allowing binding to antiparallel MT
pairs to be enhanced and by alteringMTdynamics parameters ifmotors/
cross-linkers are present within a certain length from the MT end to
stabilize bundledMTs.We note that previous work has found evidence
that one budding-yeast kinesin-5motor, Cin8, destabilizes spindleMTs
(24, 150), whereas other work has found evidence that the other budding-
yeast kinesin-5 motor, Kip1, stabilizes spindle MTs (109). Because
the effect on MT dynamics appears to be not similar for all kinesin-
5s, and to avoid introducing additional unknown model parameters, we
assumed that allmotoror cross-linker species stabilizeMTs in the sameway.

Previous simulation models have implemented rules for motor/
cross-linker binding kinetics that do not always satisfy the principle
of detailed balance for single binding/unbinding events. We com-
puted the full filament pair partition function to ensure that cross-
linker/motor kinetics followed the correct statistical mechanical rules
(115, 116, 118). Attachment/detachment occurs for either head individ-
ually, so themotors/cross-linkers canhave zero, one, or two heads bound.
The binding and unbinding rates were chosen to ensure that the correct
equilibrium distribution of bound motors/cross-linkers was recovered
for passive cross-linkers and to allow force-dependent binding kinetics.
Unbound motors/cross-linkers freely diffuse in the nucleoplasm (151).
Themotors/cross-linkers do not sterically interactwith each otherwhile
either free or bound. Bound motors/cross-linkers exert forces as har-
monic springs if they stretch/compress away from their rest length
(152, 153), causing forces and torques onMTs to which they are bound.

Wemodeledpassive cross-linkers andbothplus end– andminus end–
directed cross-linking motors with a force-velocity relation. For passive
cross-linkers, both boundheadsdiffused alongMTs in a force-dependent
manner. For cross-linking motors, each motor head translocates in the
appropriate direction with speed depending on the force f∥ exerted on
themotor along theMT in the direction opposing the motor’s motion.
The motor force-velocity relation is linear for simplicity and goes to
zero at themotor stall force. A single motor head unbinds upon reaching
11 of 15
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the plus end of either of the twoMTs towhich it is attached, whereupon
it can rebind. A passive cross-linker head pauses if it reaches the end of
anMT. For further model details and parameter values, see the Supple-
mentary Materials.

Experimental methods
Experimental design.
The experiments for this work included fluorescence light microscopy
measurements of SPB separation during spindle assembly, meta-
phase spindle length, andmeasurements of SPBdiffusion in the absence
ofMTs. Our objectives were to determine the distribution ofmetaphase
spindle lengths and the SPB diffusion coefficient in S. pombe cells
(strains are described in the Supplementary Materials). For both objec-
tives, we measured fluorescently tagged SPBs and quantified their
movements, as described below. We did not apply any randomiza-
tion or blinding because these measurements did not involve compar-
isons between two sets of data. The sample size was selected to be 20 to
30 cells for each measurement to obtain reasonable numbers of these
time-intensive measurements. We stopped data collection once the
sample size was reached; all data from each experiment were used in
our analysis, and no outliers were excluded.
Spindle length.
The images of spindle elongation shown in Fig. 1 were taken using cell
preparation and confocal imaging, as previously described (71, 119).
Images are maximum-intensity projections. The measurements of
spindle length shown in Fig. 2 (B and C) were taken using cell prepa-
ration, wide-field imaging, and three-dimensional SPB tracking, as pre-
viously described (71). Spindle length distributions of Fig. 2C were
obtained by pooling length measurements beginning 5 min after the first
recorded observation of the spindle being longer than 1.1 mm.
SPB diffusion.
We used fission-yeast cells with cold-sensitive b-tubulin and green
fluorescent protein–tagged SPBs and a cen2 centromere marker (71,
84). Cells were grown on YES agar plates at 32°C until small colonies
started to form. Cells were then cold-treated for 7 to 9 hours at 17°C
to synchronize the cells in mitosis and then suspended in growth me-
dium containingmethyl-2-benzimidazolecarbamate (MBC) to prevent
repolymerization ofMTs upon warming. Several small colonies were
collected with a toothpick and suspended on a lectin-coated cover
glass in YES + 444 mM MBC. The cover glass was then left at 17°C
for a minimum of 30 min while cells settled and adhered to the lec-
tins. Loose cells were washed off with YES + MBC; cover glass was
mounted with double-sided tape on a glass slide with YES + MBC.

Imaging and analysis were performed as previously described (71).
We collected seven or nine focal planes 0.3 mm apart in focus every 4 s.
Data were analyzed from 26 cells to determine three-dimensional
separation of the SPBs over time. All nonoverlapping time intervals
were treated as independent samples. We determined the mean of
the squared displacement for each time interval, with error bars rep-
resenting the SE of the mean, calculated as the SD of the sample set
at each time divided by the sample size at that time. We then per-
formed a linear least-squares fit and used the slope of the mean-
squared deviation curve equal to 6D for three-dimensional diffusion
(fig. S1). The fit gives a relative diffusion coefficient between the two
SPBs of 6 × 10− 4 mm2/ s.

Statistical analysis
The statistical methods used in this study are described in detail in the
Supplementary Materials.
Blackwell et al. Sci. Adv. 2017;3 : e1601603 20 January 2017
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